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Karolina CK Pilarczyk
Summary of the 2021

10 polish drift
competitions
round

It was a very busy year!
Karolina Pilarczyk's team in the motorsport season of April-October In
2021 traveled over 25,000 km to take part with great success in over
20 automotive events all over Poland.
Everywhere where she appeared, she attracted a lot of people. Karolina
during motorsport competitions and events, distributed over 50,000
posters, and the number of photos taken and autographs given out, is
impossible to count ;)
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REACH IN POLISH MEDIA

COMMERCIAL
EQUIVALENT

NUMER OF ARTICLE IN
POLISH MEDIA

4,8 miliona
pln

1700

43 miliony

3 biggest car
shows in Poland
(each with over
30.000 audience)
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8 various
motorsport
competitions
(offroad, racing)

Road safety Expert,
motivational speaker,
show business celebrity
Karolina regularly throughout the whole
year, was giving interviews regarding
road safety and changes in the road
rules.
She was also a nationwide ambassador of
a social campaign reminding the need for
reflectors to be worn by pedestrians.
As an excellent motivational speaker, she
took a part in several meetings, both online and with the audience. She was
talking about her passion and strategy,
achieving life goals and fulfilling dreams.
As a motorsport promoter in Poland,
Karolina created her own talk show:
Motorsport Champions. Together with
Mariusz Dziurleja, they had interesting
interviews with the champions of various
motorsport disciplines. The program is
broadcast by the PolsatGo platform still
enjoys high viewership.

Veganism and the ght for animal rights
are two pillars very important for
Karolina (next to drifting).
As a vegan, she actively promotes on her
social channels, this trend in nutrition.
Her actions noticed and appreciated the
largest monthly magazine - Vege,
awarding Karolina an award for
promoting a vegan and plant-style diet
life.
She also took part in many charities
activities for the protection of animals.

AUTOMOTIVE INFLUENCER OF 2021
An interesting content in social media channels, respect for fans, constant
interaction with the audience brought Karolina, a title that is 100%
decided by internet users: Automotive Influencer of the Year awarded by
moto.pl
“It is a very important award for me, because it was awarded by
people :). I am moved and honored. During the vote, I received many
times from people screenshots with a description of how they motivated
the their choice. Without a doubt, it was very touching and motivating for
me”
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Next award – from Polish Drift federation for “promoting
drifting in Poland and abroad”
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Reach and commercial
equivalent
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Social Media

Instagram

Facebook

Tik-Tok

All Karolina's professional activities, articles, interviews with her participation and links
you can check in the newsletter that we provide you every month and are posted on
Karolina's website: http://www.karolinapilarczyk.pl/info/media/
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